Artificial Neural Networks for Predicting the Rice Yield in Phimai District of Thailand
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Abstract—This study aimed to find the model for predicting rice yield in Phimai district, Thailand. A classic multilayer feed-forward neural network with back-propagation algorithm was used throughout this experiment. Data from 2002 to 2007 were used as the training data for predict the rice yield between 2008 and 2012. The input data from six meteorological factors; rainfall, water distribution, evapotranspiration, temperature, humidity and wind speed were used. Evapotranspiration (ET) was found by using Penman-Montieth equation. The result showed that ANN (8, 19, and 17) provided the lowest value of RMSE (10.57) and MAPE (2.3). The rice yield predicting of ANN (8, 19, 17) and actual data have linear relationship (R²=0.99). This predicting model, therefore, was precision and appropriate to predict the rice yield.

Index Terms—rice yield, artificial neural networks, evapotranspiration, feed forward back propagation network, predicting

I. INTRODUCTION

Rice is the most important staple crop for Thailand. Over the last 30 years, Thailand has been the largest exporter of rice in the world. In the average of the last three years (2010–2012), Thailand rice exports were around 40 – 45 percent of paddy rice production [1]. Thai farmers cultivate rice twice a year; in a rainy season, which is known as major rice, and in summer, known as second rice. Total farmland for major rice cultivation in 2010–2012 is around 10.82–11.23 million hectares in average. Major rice accounts for 9.18–9.24 million hectares or 84 percent of total cultivation area. Second rice, which is around 1.58–2.059 million hectares, composes 16 percent of total cultivation area. Farmer’s cultivation relies mainly on rainfall for up to 75 percent of total cultivated area [2]. Only twenty five percent of total cultivated area is irrigated. In 2010, the low rice yield caused by a drought in the cultivation period and flooding in the harvesting period. Yield dropped from 2.54 to 2.53 tons per hectare. For the Second rice cultivation is cultivated from November 1st to April 30th. This kind of cultivation usually occurs in areas with irrigation, such as canal and waterway. This helps farmers to cultivate two to three times a year with considerably less risk from drought compared to major rice cultivation.

Phimai district locates in Nakhon Ratchasima province, northeastern of Thailand. It is about 300 kilometer from Bangkok. This district is subdivided into 12 subdistricts (tambon), which are further subdivided into 208 villages (mooban). The number of population is 129,849 which majority of population are farmers. The paddy rice has about 3.8 million rais. The rice yield for major rice cultivation and second rice cultivation were 285kilograms/rais and 640kilogram/rais respectively. In Phimai, therefore, second rice cultivation has more rice yield than major rice cultivation because of the irrigation. In addition, rice-growing environments are based on their hydrological characteristics and include irrigated and rainfall. Rice systems need water for three main purposes: i) evapotranspiration; ii) seepage and percolation; and iii) specific water management such as land preparation and drainage prior to tilling [3]. Thus the water plays a prominent role in rice production. The water management is needed to use water wisely and maximize rice yield. There is need to develop statistically sound objective predicts of rice yield based on water variables so that reliable predicts can be obtained.

Artificial neural network (ANN) is one of the most accurate and widely used predicting models that have enjoyed fruitful applications in predicting social, economic, engineering and business. It is data-driven self-adaptive methods. It learns from examples and capture subtle functional relationships among the data even if the underlying relationships are unknown or hard to describe [4]. It is very useful for many practical problems. One of the major developments in neural networks over the last decade is the model combining or ensemble modeling [5]. ANN can identify and learn correlated patterns between input data sets and corresponding target values through training. After training, ANN can be used to predict the outcome of new independent input data and have great capacity in predictive modeling, i.e. all the characters describing the unknown situation can be presented to the trained ANN,
and then prediction of agricultural system may be feasible [6]. This study, therefore, aims to develop an artificial neural network (ANN) based model for rice yield predicting of Phimai, Nakhon ratchasima which will be trained and tested using data for the last ten years (January, 2002 to July, 2012).

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Artificial Neural Network is to simulate some fundamental characteristics of human brain or natural neural network, and it is a nonlinear dynamic system which is composed of interconnecting artificial neurons [7]. Back propagation algorithm is the most typical and widely-used network model in all neural network models. Including input layer, output layer and several hidden layers, BP neural network is a kind of multilayer feed-forward network [8]. It consists of three layer; input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Every layer includes several nodes; upper and lower layer are connected in network. After training samples are input to the network, the activation valued of neurons in the same layer. After training samples are input to the network, the activation values of neurons transfer form hidden layers to output layer; if output layer does not reach anticipative effect, error signals from the output layer modify connection weight and threshold value in the middle layers, then go back to input layer. This process occurs repeatedly until the errors reach the minimum (Fig. 1).
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In this study, model was developed through water balance indices based regression approach and artificial neural networks approach using back propagation algorithm. The performances of the developed models with different learning algorithm were compared by RMSE and MAPE. To establish the model, it consists of three steps; A) preprocessing, B) establish of predicting model and C) application development.

A. Preprocessing

Model for predicting rice yield based on rainfall, evapotranspiration, temperature, humidity, water distribution and wind speed variables utilized data for past ten years in Phimai district. Evapotranspiration (ET) is the sum of evaporation and plant transpiration from the Earth’s land surface to atmosphere. Evaporation accounts for the movement of water to the air from sources such as the soil, canopy interception, and water bodies [9] [10]. Transpiration accounts for the movement of water within a plant and the subsequent loss of water as vapor through stomata in its leaves. Evapotranspiration is an important part of the water cycle. FAO represent the 4 methods for determine the ET0; Pan Evaporation, Blaney-Criddle Method, Indivate Value of ET0 and Penman-Montieth equation. In this study, we used Penman-Montieth equation as show in equation (1).

\[
ET0 = \frac{0.408 \Delta (R_n - G) + \gamma 900}{\Delta + \gamma (1 + 0.34 U_2)}
\]

\[
ETO = \text{water evaporation and transpiration (mm.)}
\]

\[
R_n = \text{net radiation for each day (Mj/m2)}
\]

\[
\Delta = \text{evaporation slope (Kpa/C)}
\]

\[
T = \text{Temperature (C)}
\]

\[
\gamma = \text{psychrometric constant (KPa/C)}
\]

\[
U_2 = \text{wind speed (M/s)}
\]

\[
(e_e - e_a) = \text{vapor pressure difference}
\]

Firstly, \(ET0\) is calculated by using ten years of data collection such as the data of temperature, humidity, evaporation and wind speed. These data provided by Thailand meteorological department (TMD) and Royal irrigation department (RID). To determine the water balance equation, therefore, the other input parameters such as water distribution, rainfall and \(ET0\) are used as show in equation (2).

\[
WB = WD + RF - ET0
\]

\[
WB = \text{water balance (mm.)}
\]

\[
WD = \text{(water distribution/Area) x1000 (mm.)}
\]

\[
RF = \text{rainfall (mm.)}
\]

\[
ET0 = \text{plant evaporation and transpiration (mm.)}
\]

B. Establish of Predicting Model

1) Determination on the input and output variables

The input has six meteorological factors; rainfall, evapotranspiration, temperature, humidity, water distribution and wind speed. The feed forward back propagate networks was used to establish predicting model. The input data is in form of vectors of input variables pattern. Corresponding to each element of input vectors is an input node of networks layer.

2) Selection of training samples

According to the determinate input and output variables, the input data include meteorological data and agricultural water use data. The training dataset used the six years dataset of six meteorological factors (i.e. 2002-2007). The test dataset used five years dataset of rice yield in dry season (i.e. 2002-2007).

3) Determination on the number of hidden layers and their neurons

Determining the number of neurons in hidden layer was one important step to establish BP neural network [10]. If the number of neurons was too small, the network might be not trained enough; on the other hand, if the number of neurons was too large, that number of
connection weights increased might make the network over parameterized [11][12]. The hidden layer of less neuron might be selected and trained at first [13]. Then if the result could not converge after being trained many times, the number of neurons should be added [14]. RMSE and MAPE were used as a factor reflecting feature of neural network to test some special structures of the network. Calculating formulas are as follow equation (3) and (4).

\[
\text{RMSE} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (X_i - F_i)^2}
\]

(3)

\[
\text{MAPE} = \frac{100}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \frac{X_i - F_i}{X_i} \right|
\]

(4)

TABLE I. ROOT MEAN SQUARE (RMSE) ERROR AND MEAN ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE ERROR (MAPE) AFTER TRAINING MODEL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ATF</th>
<th>HL1</th>
<th>HL2</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>MAPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Log-Log</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.59</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log-Tan</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan-Log</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12.95</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tan-Tan</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the Table I, we choose the activation function (ATF) of Logistic (Log)-Hyperbolic (Tan) with hidden layer (HL) in sigmoid 17 and 19 which the RMSE and MAPE were less than other models. The result showed that ATF of Log-Tan (8, 19, and 7) was suitable for testing the efficiency. The matrix of data for the 2008-2012 periods was used to train the ANN and to determine the suitable parameters: number of hidden layer nodes (HN) and number of iterations. In order to test the classification quality of the model, the data matrix was randomly decomposed into two sets. The first set was used to evaluate the quality of their assignment. During the training of neural network, it has been observed that if tan extra input bias node is added in the input layer, the error decrease during training session [14]. The bias node, which as a unity input, is set to improve the learning speed in the training process. Thus with this extra unity input variables, the pruning algorithm is used. Then, the input nodes would be removed [15]. In the validation process, if the ANN model generates errors more than 5%, the model is rejected [16]. Then the hidden layer 1 or 2 is adjusted and the model is reconstructed. The process showed in Fig. 2.

C. Application

When the test set (i.e. 2008-2012) finds errors more than 10%, the input layer is adjusted. This process can be considered by correlation input and output by using equation (5). The input, then, is removed when the value of correlation close to zero. The process showed in Fig. 3.

\[
R = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}}
\]

(5)

Figure 3. The reconstruct process used correlation equation

III. RESULTS

Model was developed for rice yield for Phimai district, Thailand. The water balance data during 2008 to 2012 is used to predict the rice yield. It was input to feed forward back propagate algorithm. After training data, it was adjusted interconnection node until minimum threshold value of each layer. Then the model was saved. Finally, rice yield in 2008-2012 year was used for testing the efficiency of model between the training dataset and predicting dataset. The RMSE and MAPE were compared. The ATF of Log-Tan (8, 19, and 7) returned the error lower than other topologies. The results are shown in Table II.
The result shows that ANN (8, 19, 17) is more accurately (RMSE≤9.94 and MAPE ≤1.46) than other topology. Therefore, the rice yield predicting is closely to the actual data (Fig. 4). Therefore, the ANN (8, 17, and 19) is suitable for predicting the rice yield.

From the Fig. 5, the graph showed the cross validation between ANN (8, 19, and 17) and actual data has linear relationship. The prediction value was nearly the actual data. The correlation (R2) was 0.99. Therefore, this predicting rice yield model is precision and appropriate to predict the rice yield.

IV. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the artificial neural networks were designed and applied to predict rice yield by using six meteorological factors; rainfall, evapotranspiration, temperature, humidity, water distribution and wind speed. The evapotranspiration (ET0) was found by using Penman-Montieth equation. The monthly dataset during 2002 to 2007 of Phimai district was used to train the model and used to predict the rice yield in 2008 to 2012. The result showed that the BP neural computing technique could be employed successfully in ANN (8, 19, 17) modeling. The precision of predicting was closer to the actual data. The empirical rice yield predicting model ANN (8, 19, 17) produced consistently higher R² (0.99) and lower RMSE value (9.94) than linear regression-based yield models. The R² value for validated regressions was lower than those of the non-validated regression, indicating that testing regression equations with independent data is critical for the evaluation of regression-based rice yield predicting model. Empirical results with ANN (8, 19, and 17) indicate that the proposed model can be an effective way in order to yield more accurate model than others. Thus, it can be sued as an appropriate alternative for predicting the rice yield. However, the limitation of the study is the dataset come from only one source. Therefore, ANNs is unable to predict for each sub district (Tambol). In the future work, more research should investigate in each subdistrict (Tambol) and vary variables, for example field characteristic and cultivation method. The next step of our study is to extend predictions to the whole area of the rice yield in Thailand. In this study, we interested only the ability of ANN to predict rice yield by using small set of data and variables which it is easy to collect. However, before extending the model, some new analyses are needed to improve the predictions, and also to find a method of identifying the most relevant variables for modeling the prediction (logistic regression), as in ANN usually all the variables contribute to the models.
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